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“If I had to say one last thing about fighting
hunger at home and around the world, it would
be to seek out the thing that speaks to you
and do it. Start somewhere. Take that step.”
singer

“What we’re lacking is not the
capacity to produce food but the will
to make sure the food we grow makes
it into hungry bellies everywhere.”
podcaster & author

B R A D PA I S L E Y

MIKE McHARGUE

in conversation with Kimberly Williams-Paisley

“Now is not the time to cut America’s modest global health funding.”
senator

WILLIAM H. FRIST
“Wars create hunger and unless we
are committed to stopping wars, the peace
necessary to end hunger and malnutrition will
continue to be only a distant hope.”
author & evangelist

TONY CAMPOLO

“At a time of unprecedented shortages
facing so many people around the world
and budget deficits at home, the United
States first needs to use every dollar more
efficiently to save more lives today.”
senator

BOB CORKER

“In an age where people agree
on almost nothing, it’s hard to
argue with feeding the hungry.”
singer

AMY GRANT

“We need to stop thinking of food as
a commodity. Food is not a commodity.
Food is lifeblood.”
chef
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“This book is an important and thoughtful look at one of the most serious problems
across the world. Each of the essays treats hunger with equal parts compassion, equity,
justice, and ultimately hope, showing us the way forward in building a better world.”

J I M WA L L I S

editor in chief of Sojourners magazine

“To consign anyone to hunger is not
just to condemn them to a miserable life.
It is also to deprive them of one of the
most visceral and basic experiences of
God’s love. This is why Christians must
do everything they can to understand
the causes of hunger, and then eliminate
them one by one. Read this book and
discover how you can become a vital
member in God’s daily work of providing
for every creaturely need.”

“The amazing array of voices
gathered in this book will begin with
good news about the progress we’ve
made in addressing hunger since 1990.
They’ll share the hard news about what
hunger is and what it does to human
brains, bodies, and souls. Then, they’ll
invite you to be part of creating more
good news, so you know how you can be
a part of the growing global movement
to end hunger—in our lifetime.”

NORMAN WIRZBA

BRIAN D. McLAREN

Duke Divinity School

author, speaker, and activist
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CATH LEEN FALSAN I is an awardwinning religion journalist and author, specializing
in the intersection of faith and culture as well as
global poverty, AIDS, and HIV in sub-Saharan Africa.
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is a longtime correspondent for Religion News Service
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